
Product Type

Description

Range name

Barcode

Supplier code

Country of origin

Standard colour group

Selling colour

Standard material group

Material composition

Mail order packaging

Web description

Simple yet elegant spiral LED electrified pendant
finished in a soft matt grey finish twisted with the
LED light. Within the spiral are integrated LED
strips which create a modern twist on a standard
electrified pendant. The integrated, non-
replaceable LED comes with a 2 year guarantee
but has a life span of up to 10 years and as an
extra bonus, is also 90% more energy efficient than
a standard bulb. Also available in white and with a
matching white or grey table lamp.

Yes

Aluminium, Silicone, Iron

Plastic and Silicone

Grey

Grey

China

ZHON001

5018207387911

Solaris Grey Pendant

Solaris Grey Spiral Electrified Pendant

Electrified Pendant

Length (side to side) (cm)

90

n/a

n/a

n/a

50

96

1

98

4Outer Box quantity

Outer Box

Product Box quantity

Product Box

Minimum drop

Tapered shade top

Shade (from complete)

Base (from complete)

Overall

Depth (front to back) (cm)

16

n/a

n/a

n/a

Pendant body

Product weight (kg)

27

Product Box weight (kg)

56

Outer Box weight (kg) 14

52.5

3.1

25

1.74

n/a

n/a

n/a

160

Height (top to bottom) (cm)

Number of bulbs

Bulb

Wattage

Tube riser

Plug

Cable type

Cable colour and material

Lampholder

Dimmable

IP rating

User manual

Switch n/a

Yes

20

Yes

n/a

Silver with clear coating

0.50mm² with an Earth terminal in
ceiling cup

n/a

n/a

45W

Containing LED light strip, 3600
lumens, 3000-3200K

n/a

Traceability label

Y' statement label

Issue date:

Grommet

Felt base/Feet

UKCA/CE label

Double insulated label

Cord grip

Shade gimbal type and colour

Shade gimbal size

Shade lining colour and material

in ceiling cup

Z statement

n/a

n/a

on traceability label

n/a

in ceiling cup

n/a

n/a

n/a

For packaging and labeling information please refer to our Packaging and Labelling Supplier Manual.
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